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Abstract 
Agasi, E., R.I. Becker and Y. Perl, A shifting algorithm for constrained min-max partition on trees, 
Discrete Applied Mathematics 45 (1993) I-28. 
Let T = (V,E) be a rooted tree with n edges. We associate nonnegative weight w(v) and size s(v) with 
each vertex B in V. A q-partition of T into q connected components T,,T,,. .,T, is obtained by deleting 
k = q-l edges of T, 1 5 k i n. The weight W(T,) (or size S(T,)) of component T, is then the sum of the 
weights (sizes) of the vertices of T,. The height h(7) is the maximum number of edges of paths having 
one end at the root. If P is a partition with components T,,.,.,T, let I+‘, = max, ~, my W(T,). The 
following two problems are considered: 
(1) Size-constrained min-max problem: Find a q-partition of T for which W, is a minimum over all 
partitions P satisfying S(T,) 5 A4 (A4 > 0). 
(2) Height-constrainedmin-maxproblem: Find a q-partition of Tfor which W, is a minimum over all 
partitions P satisfying height h(T,) 5 H (H is a positive integer). 
The first problem is shown to be NP-complete, while a polynomial algorithm is presented for the 
second problem. 
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1. Introduction 
Let T= (V,E) be a rooted tree with n edges. We associate nonnegative weight w(u) 
and size S(D) with each vertex u in V. A q-partition of T into q connected com- 
ponents T,, T2, . . . , Tq is obtained by deleting k = q - 1 edges of T, 1 c: kc n. The 
weight W(T) (or size S(T)) of component q is then the sum of the weights (sizes) 
of the vertices of Ti. We regard the partition as being accomplished by assigning k 
cuts to edges of T. The height h(T) is the maximum number of edges of paths having 
one end at the root. 
If P is a partition with components T,, . . . , Tq let 
W,= max W(T). 
Isisq 
The following two problems are considered: 
(1) Size-constrained min-max problem: Find a q-partition of T for which W, is 
a minimum over all partitions P satisfying S(T)IM (M>O). 
(2) Height-constrained min-max problem: Find a q-partition of T for which W, 
is a minimum over all partitions P satisfying height h(Ti) I H (H>O a positive 
integer). 
The study is motivated by the following paging applications. Consider the case 
of a rooted tree where vertices represent procedures. There is an edge from vertex 
A to vertex B if procedure A calls procedure B. The weights w(u) of a vertex u 
represents the memory allocation required for storing the corresponding procedure. 
In case the sum of the memory requirement of all procedures is higher than the space 
available in the main memory, a paging system is needed. The paging system is a 
partition of the procedures into disjoint sets called pages. Only several of the pages 
can be in the main memory simultaneously, due to the space limitations, and the 
rest are stored in the secondary memory. Pages are swapped in and out between the 
main memory and secondary memory according to the application of their pro- 
cedures during running time. The swap in and swap out operations are slow since 
secondary memory input-output operations are required. Thus to reduce the amount 
of these operations we try to store procedures which call one another in the same 
page. Thus we pick for each page a connected component of the tree. Hence we have 
our q-partition of the tree where q is the number of pages. 
The memory size of a page should be large enough for storing all its procedures. 
Since the different pages are swapped with one another in the main memory we 
should allocate for each page the memory size of the page of largest memory size 
to enable swapping of any two pages. Hence we want to minimize the memory size 
of the page of maximum memory size. Thus in our terminology we look for the 
min-max q-partition. This problem is treated in [3]. However it will be desirable to 
allow further criteria to be taken into account in the partitioning. We give two 
examples: 
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Example 1.1. Let the size s(u) denote the access probability of the procedure repre- 
sented by the vertex u. The access probability of a page is the sum of the prob- 
abilities of its procedures. The problem is to minimize the memory size of the 
maximum storage page while satisfying a constraint on the access probability of the 
pages. This is a size constrained min-max partitioning. 
Example 1.2. The height of a page gives the maximum number of indirect accesses 
needed to locate the storage address of any procedures in the page. In other words, 
the height gives the maximum lookup time of a procedure in the page. The problem 
is to minimize the memory size of the maximum storage page while satisyfing a con- 
straint on the internal lookup time of the pages. This is a height-constrained min-max 
partitioning problem. 
In addition we mention one more application for each problem, one from urban 
planning and one from graphics. 
Example 1.3. Let the tree describe a map of a rural area where a vertex represents 
a town or village and an edge represents a road connecting two towns. Consider the 
problem of allocation of service centers as clinics or police stations for the areas. 
This requires partition of the area into units. Let w(u) denote the number of crimes 
in the town u and let s(u) denote the population of the town o. The size-constrained 
min-max partition is allocating police stations to area such that the maximum 
number of crimes per police station will be minimized while satisfying a constraint 
on the size of the population served by one police station. 
Example 1.4. Consider a hierarchical diagram of a tree form where the nodes are 
boxes of different sizes. Let w(u) denote the size(area) of the box represented by u. 
The diagram is large and should be partitioned into subdiagrams which can be 
shown by a window system. Suppose there is a limit of the number of levels in a 
window diagram. That is, there is a constraint on the height of the subdiagrams. 
If we want to minimize the maximum area of boxes in each window to obtain win- 
dows which are not overfilled we have a height-constrained min-max problem. 
We show that the size-constrained min-max problem is NP-hard but not in the 
strong sense, since there exists a pseudopolynomial algorithm for this problem. On 
the other hand the height-constrained min-max problem has a polynomial-time 
solution. 
In Kundu and Misra [7] a bottom-up linear algorithm is presented for determining 
a partition of a tree satisfying IV(T;) IK for all i (K>O given). A similar technique 
can be used in conjunction with binary search to give an algorithm for the min-max 
problem. However the complexity then depends on the range of the weights. A poly- 
nomial algorithm independent of the range of the weights for the max-min problem 
was given in [8]. The procedure there is a top-down shifting algorithm in which a 
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terminal vertex is selected as root, the cuts are all placed on the top edge, and are 
down-shifted from an edge to a son edge according to a local criterion. This techni- 
que was extended in [3] to solve the unconstrained min-max problem in polynomial 
time independently of the range of the weights. This algorithm applies down-shifts 
according to a different local criterion. An additional difficulty appearing here is 
that wrong moves are sometimes chosen by the local criterion and correcting side- 
shifts to a brother edge need to be made. See [l l] for an efficient implementation 
of this algorithm. 
For the height-constrained min-max problem we give below a polynomial shifting 
algorithm independent of the range of the weights. However, it seems necessary to 
combine the bottom-up and top-down approaches. There is an initializing bottom- 
up phase to find a partition satisfying the constraint. Thereafter, there are alter- 
nating bottom-up and top-down procedures (bottom-up to correct wrong moves and 
to force the partition to satisfy the constraint, top-down mainly for improvement) 
leading to an optimal solution. The complexity is 
O(k* radius( T)(n + k* + kd+ radius(T))) 
(d is a maximum out-degree of T) which, for a typical application where k, d< fi, 
becomes O(k*n radius*(T)). 
The algorithm presented is very complicated. However, it demonstrates the power 
of the shifting algorithm technique to solve a very difficult problem arising when 
simultaneous optimization is required for two different cost functions. 
The techniques of proving these algorithms correct all follow a similar pattern, 
in that it is shown that each partition reached by the algorithm lies “above” an op- 
timal partition (in some sense of the word “above”) until the algorithm partition 
itself becomes optimal. Since cuts are down-shifted at each stage, with a finite 
number of side-shifts between stages, an optimal partition is eventually reached 
(after which further nonoptimal partitions may appear). Knowledge of the condi- 
tion needed in the proof to ensure that algorithm partitions lie “above” optimal 
partitions has proved indispensible in designing these algorithms. Thus we have an 
example of validity proof and algorithm design going hand in hand. 
Finally, we remark that the sort of weighting function for which problem (2) is 
stated may be generalized. Such generalizations for the min-max and max-min 
problems are discussed in [2]. Here, the weight w could be generalized to what was 
called an invariant weighting function in [2], and the height function could be 
generalized to include edges of positive length other than 1. 
Section 2 contains definitions. Section 3 discusses the complexity of the size- 
constrained min-max problem. Section 4 presents the algorithm for solving 
problem (2). Section 5 presents examples of the operation of the algorithm. Sec- 
tion 6 has preliminary lemmas and the main proofs. Section 7 contains an an- 
alysis of the complexity of the algorithm. A short version of this paper appears 
in [l]. 
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2. Definitions 
In this paper we use the usual terminology of graph theory (see Harary [5]). For 
a tree T, radius(T) = min, E v max,, v terminal (number of edges on the path from u to 
w). Suppose throughout that we are given a rooted tree T rooted at r, to each of 
whose vertices u is assigned a nonnegative weight w(u) and size s(u). d(o) is the out- 
degree of u. The terms q-partition into components, and weight, size and height of 
a component are defined at the beginning of the introduction. The height of a vertex 
is the height of the subtree rooted at the vertex. Component TI is heavier than T2 
if its weight is larger. (For definitions of dcweight and dcheight see last paragraph.) 
A component T, is said to be legal if its height h(T,) is IH. Assign a direction to 
each edge by letting the initial vertex be the one closest to the root. If e is a directed 
edge with vertices u, and u2, where u1 is closer to the root, we say that e is incident 
from u1 and incident to u2, and denote it by (u, + u2). We will refer to u1 as tail(e) 
and to u2 as head(e). Edge e is said to be the father of edges e, if head(e) = tail(ei), 
and in this case, e, is said to be the son of edge e. Edges el and e2 are said to be 
brothers if tail(ei) = tail(e2). For convenience, if a cut c is assigned to an edge e = 
(ui + uZ) then we shall use head(c), tail(c) for head(e), tail(e), respectively. We shall 
also refer to e as a son edge of u, and to the cut c as incident from ul. The height 
of a cut OF edge is the height of its head. The degree of a vertex u is denoted by d(u). 
A cut is said to be down-shifted if it is moved from its present edge to a son edge. 
It is said to be side-shifted at vertex u if it is moved from its present edge e, to a 
brother edge e2 such that u= tail(ei) (= tail(e2)). 
The level of a vertex u is the number of edges on the path joining the root F to 
u. A top-down level-by-level scan of T is an enumeration of the vertices starting with 
the root, then enumerating those vertices of level 1, then those of level 2 etc. Vertices 
of the same level may be enumerated in any order. A bottom-up level-by-level scan 
of Tis defined similarly, but the enumeration starts with the level of highest number 
and enumerates the levels in decreasing order. 
We further require the notions of partial and complete Footed subtrees: a subtree 
T’ of T is a partial (complete) subtree of T rooted at a vertex u if u is the root of 
T’, and T’ contains one (every) son of u together with all the latter’s descendents. 
We denote the partial subtree rooted at u whose initial edge is e by PS(u,e) or by 
PS(e) or by PS(c) if c is a cut on e. We denote the complete subtree rooted at u by 
CS(0). 
Let A be an arbitrary assignment of the k cuts to the edges of T. We define a cut 
tree C = C( T, A) to be a rooted tree with k + 1 vertices consisting of root cut co, and 
the k cuts of A. A cut ci is the son of co (of a cut c2) if there exists a path from 
the root r of T (from head( to tail(c,) containing no cuts. (co is thought of as 
a fictitious cut placed at the root.) 
The down component of a vertex u is obtained from the complete subtree of T 
rooted at u (i.e., CS(u)) by deleting the complete subtrees rooted at the heads of all 
cuts of T which are sons, in the cut tree C, of the first cut on the path from u to 
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the root r, or of r itself if there is no such cut. The down component of a cut c is 
the down component of head(c), and c is called its top cut. The down component 
of an edge e is the down component of head(e). The root component of T is the 
component obtained by deleting the complete subtrees rooted at the heads of the 
sons of r in C. The up component of a cut is the down component of its father in 
the cut tree if its father is not the root, else it is the root component. A bottom cut 
of a component is a son of the top cut of the component in the cut tree, if the com- 
ponent has a top cut, else it is a son of the root of the cut tree. The root of a compo- 
nent is head(c) for the top cut c, if the component has a top cut, else it is the root 
of the tree. We denote by dcheight(u) (dcweight(o)) the height (weight) of the part 
of CS(u) lying in the component in which u is situated. 
We illustrate these definitions in Fig. 1. 
Referring to the tree T shown in Fig. l(a), edge (02 + us) is the father of (us -+ us), 
and the brother of edge (02 -+ us). Cut cr can be down-shifted to edge (us + us), and 
side-shifted to (u, + us). It is incident from vertex u2. The subtree comprising ver- 
tices {us, u5, u6, u,} is a partial subtree of vertex u3 which can also be written 
PS(u3, u3 -+ us). The cut tree C is shown in Fig. l(b). Turning now to Fig. l(c), the 
component B = { u3, u5} may be described as 
(i) the down component of cut cr, or 
(ii) the down component of vertex u3, or 
(iii) the down component of edge (u2 -+ u3), or 
(iv) the up component of cut c2 (or of cut c3). 
Further, ci is the top cut of component B, while c2 and c3 are its bottom cuts. 
The root of B is vertex u3. The root component contains u,, u2 and us. 
VI 
c, vz 
C* 
4 VI3 4 C4 v4 4 v 9 C3 v, v 10 v, 
(c) 
Fig. 1. 
Constrained min-max partition 
3. The complexity of the size-constrained min-max problem 
In this section we show that the size-constrained min-max problem is NP-complete. 
We also present a pseudopolynomial algorithm for the problem. Let us first for- 
mulate the corresponding decision problem: 
Given a tree T with n vertices having nonnegative integral weight w(u) and size 
s(u) associated with each vertex o, and two integers L and M, is there a partition 
of T into q connected components T,, T2, . . . , T4 satisfying W(7;)sL and S(T)sM 
for lsi_cq? 
This problem is clearly in NP. The reduction is from the NP-complete k-knapsack 
problem: 
Given a set U of n elements ul, u2, . . . , u, with integer weight W(Ui) and size s(ui) 
associated with each Ui and two integers L’ and M’, is there a subset U’ of k elements 
of U such that 
C w(u;)zL’ and c 
u u 
S(Ui) 5 M’? 
But before presenting the reduction from the k-knapsack problem to our problem 
we have to show first that the k-knapsack problem itself is NP-complete. This prob- 
lem is a new variation of the famous NP-complete knapsack problem (see Karp [6]): 
Given a set U of n elements ul, ~2, . . . , u, with integer weight W(Ui) and size S(Ui) 
associated with each Ui and two integers L’ and M’, is there a subset u’ such that 
;, W(Ui)ZL’ and c s(u;) I M’? 
u 
Note that the difference between the two variations is that the k-knapsack problem 
requires that u’ has exactly k elements. A reduction from the knapsack problem of 
Karp [6] to the k-knapsack problem can be accomplished by observing that if the 
k-knapsack problem were polynomial, then one could solve the knapsack problem 
in polynomial time by trying the n + 1 values k = 0, 1, . . . , n. Now we present the 
reduction from the k-knapsack problem to our problem. 
Construct a rooted tree Tof n + 1 vertices where the root r with W(T) = 0 and S(T) = 0 
has n sons ul, 02, . . . , V, with weight W(Ui) = w’- W(Ui) (where w’> maxl,,Sn W(Ui)) 
and size S(Ui) =s(u~) for 1 ~i<n. 
Clearly there exists a solution to the k-knapsack problem if and only if there exists 
a solution to the above decision problem for T with q = n -k+ 1 components with 
L = kw’- L’ and M=M’. This proves the NP-completeness of the size-constrained 
min-max problem. 
The knapsack problem has a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithm 
and thus is not NP-complete in the strong sense (see Carey and Johnson [4]). A 
natural question is: 
Does there exist a pseudopolynomial dynamic programming algorithm for our 
problem as well? 
Let us define first a related problem. A minimal size and weight-constrained parti- 
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tion of a tree is a partition of a tree into the minimum number of subtrees each of 
which satisfies given size and weight constraints. A pseudopolynomial dynamic pro- 
gramming algorithm for this problem follows. It is similar to an algorithm of Per1 
and Snir [lo] for circuit partitioning with size and connection constraints. 
Define a partition to be legal if the size of each component is not more than A4 
and the weight of each component is not more than L. Thus a minimal legal parti- 
tion is a minimal size and weight-constrained partition mentioned above. 
We describe a dynamic programming procedure which is polynomial in n and M. 
A similar procedure exists which is polynomial in n and L. Thus if either L or A4 
is polynomially bounded the problem can be solved in polynomial time. These two 
cases together cover most applications. 
The procedure applies a bottom-up scanning in the (rooted) tree calculating for 
each vertex u and integers j and s (0 <j< n and 0 I SI M) the minimum weight 
I+$,(IJ) of a top component of size s in a legal partition of the subtree rooted at u 
into j + 1 components. The top component is the component containing the vertex 
u. In case no legal partition of the subtree rooted at u satisfies these requirements 
we define y,,(u) = 03. Thus if I~$,(o) < 03 then wj,s(u)< L. 
Let u have d children ut, u2, .. . , ud and assume wj,s(Ui) has already been com- 
puted for each j, s and i. Let B c { 1,2, . . . , d} denote the set of indices of the edges 
(u, ui) assigned a cut. Then 
YJu) =min 
i 
w(u)+ C 
ieB 
ff$,,,(ui) 
1 
where the minimum is taken over all subsets B and choices of ji and Si such that 
(i) IBI + Cy=, ji=j, 
(ii) 14$,<ui) < 00, i E B, 
(iii) s(u)+ CieB si=s. 
Let Wk*(r) = minOsssM Wk&) where r is the root of the tree. Let k be the mini- 
mum index such that I+$*(T) < 00. Then k + 1 is the minimum number of subtrees in 
a legal partition of the tree. The partition itself can be reconstructed by keeping ap- 
propriate pointers while computing the weights. 
This dynamic programming approach is valid since it clearly satisfies the principle 
of optimality. However, the number of subsets B may be exponential with the 
degree d and thus the complexity of the algorithm may not be polynomial with n. 
In order to obtain a pseudopolynomial algorithm we shall replace the straightfor- 
ward computation of ~j,s(O) by a propagation process. For an example of such a 
propagation process see [9]. 
Let T(u), 15 is d denote the subtree rooted at u containing the children uI, . . . , ui 
of u and all their descendants. Denote by ~j,,(U,i) the minimum weight of a top 
component of size s in a partition of the subtree T;(u) into j + 1 legal components. 
F+$Ju, i) = 00 if no such partition exists. Note that 
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If u is a leaf then WO,,,(u) = w(u). Otherwise 
wo,,s(u, 1) = w(u) + WOJ-s(o)(hh 
Wo,,(u,i)=min{Wo,,,_t(o,i-l)+ Wo,,(uj)}, i=2,3 ,..., d 
where the minimum is taken for every I such that Or t 5s. This is a convenient way 
to express the computation which serves also as an introduction to the following 
more complex computation rules. However note that computationally there is a 
simpler way which avoids the minimization. Since this is the case without cuts the 
size (weight) of a component is the sum of the sizes (weights) of its vertices. Thus 
it is easy to calculate the size x and weight y for every tree q(u) and thus 
Y% if s=x and y<L, 
03, otherwise. 
qs(u, 1) = 
w(u), if J+- I,~-~(~)(uI) < w, 
w(u) + 14$sPsCoj(u1), otherwise. 
For calculating II&(u, i), i= 2,3, . . . , d we distinguish whether the edge (u, Ui) is 
assigned a cut or not denoting the weight by W’ and W” respectively. In the first 
case we have 
where the minimum is taken over all j, such that O%j, rj and there exists a t, t <A4 
satisfying 
T,,t(Ui)<W. 
In the other case 
l+$(U, i) =min{ FV-j,,s_f(U,i- I)+ WJ:.,,f(Ui)} 
wherej, is the number of cuts in the subtree rooted at Ui, and the minimum is taken 
over all j, and t such that O<j, 5.j and 01 t IS. 
Finally 
Wj,(u, i) = min{ E$,‘Ju, i), W$u, i)}. 
For computing II&(u, i), O(js) operations are required. Let d(u) denote the degree 
of u. Then O(j.sd(u)) operations are required to compute q,,(u). Note that 1 sj_(n 
and 1 _(srM. Thus O(n2M2d(u)) operations are required to compute the weights 
for the vertex u. For the whole tree the complexity is 0(n2M2 C,, r d(u)) = 0(n3M2). 
Hence the algorithm is pseudopolynomial and in case Mis polynomial with n, for 
example if the sizes of all vertices are equal we obtain an algorithm of polynomial 
complexity. A similar pseudopolynomial algorithm of complexity O(n 3L2) exists. 
Such an algorithm can be used when M is not polynomially bounded but L is. Note 
that the straightforward approach for a pseudopolynomial algorithm consists of 
computing for each vertex u and each w and s the minimum number of components 
K,,(u) in a legal partition of the subtree rooted at u with a top component of 
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weight w and size S. This approach yields an algorithm with complexity 0(nL2JM2). 
This algorithm is polynomial only if L and M are both polynomially bounded. On 
the other hand this algorithm is more efficient than the previous one if L<n and 
M< n. For example, if both L and Mare fixed (a realistic assumption for many ap- 
plications) we obtain a linear algorithm. 
An upper bound on the space complexity of the algorithm is given by 0(n2Md), 
where d is the maximum degree in the tree. However, only two sets of values 
y,Ju, i) for two consecutive i are used simultaneously. Using also the end order 
nature of the processing of the vertices of the tree it is sufficient to keep simulta- 
neously the information for only one vertex for each level of the tree. Thus we obtain 
O(nM(height( 7’))) space complexity. Note that II&(u, i) = 03 whenever j L 1 q(u) / . 
Thus the number of values stored for y,Ju, i) can be restricted to MI q(u)1 . Using 
this last remark we can further reduce the space complexity of the algorithm to 
O(nM), since the relevant 7;(o) trees are disjoint and C 1 c(v)1 <n. 
A related partitioning problem is the original problem of finding a constrained 
min-max weight partition of a tree, namely, given a tree T and numbers q and A4 
find a partition of T into q subtrees T,, . . . , Tq such that S(T)<M for lsicq 
minimizing max W(q). Let 
where the minimum is over any partition satisfying S(Ti) 2 M, 1~ i 5 q. Combining 
a binary search for the value of W. with applications of our algorithm for finding 
a legal partition into the minimum number of components yields a pseudo- 
polynomial algorithm for this problem. The time complexity of this algorithm is 
O(n3M2 log[ W(T)]), where W(T) is the weight of the tree, that is the sum of the 
weights of the vertices. This algorithm is polynomial if M is polynomially bounded. 
4. The height-constrained min-max algorithm 
The algorithm presented is quite complex. To enable better understanding of the 
algorithm we divide it into several phases performed alternatingly. First we identify 
these phases and state their purpose. A detailed explanation of each phase follows. 
(1) Initialization: A legal partition is obtained. 
(2) Improving phase: A down-shift is applied to decrease the weight of a heaviest 
down component. The applications of this phase proceed step by step to minimize 
the maximum weight of the partition as described. 
(3) Correction phase: The down-shift of the improving phase may increase the 
height of the up component of the down-shifted cut above the permitted constraint 
for the height. In such a case the correction phase applies further down-shifts above 
the shifted cut to get a legal partition again. 
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However both improvement and correction phases need to start with some rear- 
rangement using side-shifts to guarantee the proper impact of the following down- 
shifts. For the improving phase this rearrangement is done by applying Procedure 
A(c) several times. For the correction phase the rearrangement is done in step 6 of 
the algorithm. 
Now we turn to a more detailed description of the different phases. 
(1) Initialization: A bottom-up procedure (similar to Kundu and Misra [7]) is ap- 
plied to obtain a legal partition. 
(2) Improving phase: The component of largest weight is selected and its top cut 
is down-shifted. However, before this is done, it is necessary to avoid the possibility 
that a prevoius down-shift was made into the wrong subtree, or that the last correct- 
ing phase (see (4) below) placed cuts on the wrong subtree. For this purpose we apply 
Procedure A to the subtree below each cut in the cut tree processing the cuts in a 
top-down order. (It is necessary to apply Procedure A several times in each pass so 
as to ensure that a wrong move does not propagate to a depth of more than one 
edge). 
(3) Procedure A(c): Step 1 of Procedure A identifies those cuts c’ (the top ticked 
cuts) which have to be in the position assigned to them, or else if no cut is shifted 
to lie above it, the down component of c will be illegal. Cuts above these top ticked 
cuts may be side-shifted at will without causing illegality. Thus in step 2, their posi- 
tions may be optimized to give a down component of minimum weight. The out- 
come of the applications of Procedure A in step 3 of the improving phase is that 
no set of side-shifts of bottom cuts of a component results in a legal component of 
smaller weight. It should be noted that at the end of one application of Procedure 
A(c), the down components of the sons of c may be illegal. However there is a set 
of side-shifts that will make them legal, and this is done as step 3 of the improving 
phase works down the cut tree applying Procedure A. Also, the positions of the cuts 
at the end of an application of Procedure A do not depend on which edges the cuts 
below c are side-shifted to, but only on the bottom-up orders chosen in steps 1 and 
2 of Procedure A. 
(4) Correction phase: The down-shift of a cut in the previous phase may have 
made its up component illegal. An attempt is made to correct this by down-shifting 
cuts above the shifted cut if necessary. However, it is necessary to first rearrange 
the cuts using side-shifts so as to ensure that the best opportunity exists for making 
the corrections. At the end of the rearrangement, no set of side-shifts in a compo- 
nent treated in this phase will decrease its height. 
Terminating conditions are as follows: 
(a) There are insufficient cuts to form a legal partition (step 1). 
(b) The root component is heaviest in phase (2) (step 5). 
(c) The heaviest component consists of a single vertex (so it is optimal, step 5). 
(d) The root component is illegal (step 8). 
Note that the partition at the termination of the algorithm may not be the optimal 
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one. The optimal partition is to be found in BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR after ter- 
mination. 
Algorithm (HEIGHT-CONSTRAINED MIN-MAX). 
(See Section 2 for definition of level-by-level scanning.) 
1. 
Initializing phase. 
Scan the tree level-by-level bottom-up assigning integers n(u) to vertices 
u as follows: 
if o is a terminal vertex then set n(u) = 0. 
if u has sons u1,02,...,up then set 
n(u)= rm,azp (n(‘Ji)+ 1) (mod(H+ 1)). 
< 
n(u,)fH 
2. for each edge e with n(head(e)) = H do place a cut on e enddo. 
if the total number j of cuts so placed satisfies j> k then halt. 
if j < k then place the remaining k-j cuts on an edge incident with the 
root. 
Set WT-HEAVIEST-COMPONENT-SO-FAR := weight of current heav- 
iest component. 
Set BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR := current partition. 
3. 
4. 
Improving phase. 
Scan the cut tree in level-by-level top-down order. 
for each vertex c scanned do Procedure A(c) enddo. 
Compute the quantity m = maxi <isq W(F) (maximum component 
weight) 
if m < WT-HEAVIEST-COMPONENT-SO-FAR 
then 
set WT-HEAVIEST-COMPONENT-SO-FAR := m, 
set BEST-PARTITION-SO-FAR := current partition. 
if the root component is heaviest then halt 
else find the top cut ct of the heaviest component. 
if ct has no vacant son edge then halt 
else down-shift ct to a vacant son edge of maximum height. 
Correcting phase. 
(“Father” here refers to father in the cut tree, “head” refers to the 
original tree.) 
while father # c, (the root of cut tree) do 6 followed by 7 
Scan the subtree rooted at head(father(c,)) level-by-level bottom-up. 
for each cut c encountered do 
Set b := a vacant brother edge of c of largest height. 
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7. 
8. 
if dcheight(head(b)) >dcheight(head(c)) then side-shift c to b. 
enddo 
Set c, := father( 
while dcheight(head(c,)) >H do 
Set s := a son edge of c, with dcheight(head(.s)) a maximum. 
Down-shift c, to s. 
enddo 
enddo. 
if down component of co (the root of the cut tree) is legal 
then goto 3 
else halt. 
Procedure A(c). 
1. 
2. 
Set u := head(c) and S := CS(u). 
for each vertex w in S distant H+ 1 from u do 
Find a lowest (i.e., one with largest level number) unticked cut which 
either lies on the path from w to u or can be side-shifted onto this 
path. 
Perform the side-shift onto the path (if not on path); tick the cut; 
mark the edge it now lies on and mark all descendent edges. 
enddo 
Scan the subtree U of unmarked edges of S level-by-level bottom-up. 
for each cut c’ encountered in the scan do 
Set b := a vacant brother edge of c’ whose head has down component 
in U of largest weight. 
3. 
if dcweight(head(b)) >dcweight(head(c’)) 
then side-shift c’ to b. 
enddo. 
Erase all marks and ticks. 
Remarks. (1) In step 5 of the algorithm we down-shift to a son edge of maximum 
dcheight. We could down-shift to any vacant son edge. The correcting phase would 
take care of selecting the edge on which the cut is to be placed. 
(2) In step 6 of the correcting phase, the side-shifts may be omitted if head 
had only one son edge before (c,) was down-shifted. 
(3) When performing step 6 in a loop in steps 6-7, it is unnecessary to scan those 
edges already scanned in the same loop. Thus step 6 can be made to scan the tree 
at most once during a single loop. 
(4) When performing step 7 in a loop in steps 6-7, if we encounter a cut which 
has not yet been down-shifted in the same loop, and whose down component has 
height sH, we can go to step 3 without proceeding further (to c, in step 8). 
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Fig. 2. (a) Procedure A(Q), step 1, changes the partition to be legal. (Weights not shown are not used 
at this stage, numbers show order of shifts, tick V, mark X.) (b) The subtree CJ of unmarked edges, 
weights are shown. Procedure A(Q), step 2, decreases the weight of top component from 27 to 22 and 
a second component from 10 to 8. 
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5. Some examples 
We illustrate the steps of the algorithm. Firstly we present examples of the im- 
proving and correcting phases, and then an example of the operation of the overall 
algorithm. Note that in the last example, it sometimes happens that steps of the 
algorithm do not change anything, in which case the same figure represents everal 
steps. 
(a) Part of the improving phase: Executing Procedure A(q) (so that o=root), 
H=4 (see Fig. 2). 
(b) Correcting (H=3) (see Fig. 3). 
(c) An optimal solution (H= 3, k = 5) (see Fig. 4). 
6. The main results 
We collect a number of preliminary lemmas in this section. The main ideas of the 
proof are contained in the following section. 
Fig. 3. Correction phase. Changes the partition to be legal. (Weights not shown are not used at this stage, 
numbers show order of shifts and the proper step is indicated.) 
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An algorithm partition A is a partition reached during the execution of the algo- 
rithm, while an optimalpartition Q is a legal partition whose largest component has 
minimum weight over all legal partitions. In what follows, the symbol A will always 
denote an algorithm partition, and Q an optimal partition, 
A partition A is said to be above a partition Q on a subtree T’ (written A -+ Q 
on T’) if for each vertex u of T’, CS(u) satisfies 
#(A-cuts) I #(Q-cuts). 
a Initializing 2 8 0 Procedure A (C, ) 
n(v) are at 
side of 
3 3 C* 
8 2 0 
3 
shifts follow 
Procedure A (C, ) 
Max. Wt. = 25 
Max. wt. = 23 
Max. wt. I 32 
Procedure A (Cz) 
(A(Cj)hasno 
effect) 
Max. wt. I 20 
Improving 2 
8 
0 
3 
IL4 
2 
2 
3 GfQ 4 9 7 2 5 3 1 1 2 
Fig. 4. (a) An optimal solution (H= 3, k= 5). 
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A is said to be above Q (written A + Q) if A -+ Q on T. The following proposition 
explores some consequences of this definition. 
Proposition 6.1. (a) Let A -+ Q and let v be in T. For any son edge e of v, PS(v, e) 
has at most one more algorithm cut than optimal cut. This extra cut, if it exists, lies 
on e and in this case 
#(A-cuts below head(e)) = #(Q-cuts below head(e)). 
4 
2 
2 
3 G?Q 4 q9 7 2 5 3 1 1 2 
ImprovIng ’ 
% 
0 
3 
Max. wt. = 20 
Improving 
Q 8 
Halt 
(Top Compenent 
Illegal) 
4 
2 
2 
3 
fi 
4 9 
7 
2 
5 3 
1 1 
2 
Max. wt. e: 24 
Fig. 4. (b) An optimal solution at stage 12, maximum component weight = 12, the unconstrained min- 
max partition has maximum component weight = 11. 
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(Such an extra A-cut is called exceptional.) 
(b) Let A --f Q on CS(u) and let CS(o) satisfy 
#(A-cuts) = #(Q-cuts). (1) 
Then is it possible to side-shift exceptional A-cuts lying below v in such a way that 
the first cut reached in travelling down from v by any path is always an A-cut. 
Proof. (a) Let e= (v, v’). Then in CS(v’) we have 
#(A-cuts) 5 #(Q-cuts). 
Thus PS(v, e) has at most one more A-cut than Q-cuts, and when the latter holds, 
we must have in CS(v’) 
#(A-cuts) = #(Q-cuts). 
Thus there can be no Q-cut on e. 
(b) This is true for all lowest-level vertices (with property (1)). Assume it to be 
true for all vertices below v. Let s be an optimal cut below v with no algorithm cut 
between it and v. 
We show first that there exists an exceptional algorithm cut in some partial sub- 
tree which may be side-shifted so as to lie between s and v. Suppose there are no 
extra algorithm cuts in any partial subtree rooted at any vertex v’ between s and v, 
while PS(s) has an extra optimal cut. By (1) some other partial subtree of v’ must 
have an algorithm cut, which by (a) must be exceptional, and so may be side-shifted 
to lie between s and v. 
Now side-shift a lowest as yet unshifted cut c’ on edge e to edge e’ so as to lie 
between s and v. By (a) 
#(A-cuts below head(e)) = #(Q-cuts below head(e)). 
Hence by inductive hypothesis we may side-shift cuts so that no path from head(e) 
downward encounters an optimal cut first. 
The fact that the lowest possible cut c’ was side-shifted implies that PS(e’) does 
not have an additional algorithm cut. This implies that when the same procedure 
is followed for another optimal cut s’ not having now an algorithm cut between it 
and v, that c’ will not be side-shifted again. 
Hence if we process each such s in turn, the above argument shows that it is 
always possible to side-shift an exceptional cut not previously side-shifted so as to 
block the path from s to v. 0 
The next lemma shows that the initializing phase finds a best possible initial par- 
tition. 
Lemma 6.2. (a) The partition L of the initializing phase is legal and is above any 
legal partition with the same number of cuts. 
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(b) If a legal k-partition exists, then the algorithm finds a legal k-partition (so the 
algorithm does not halt in step 1). 
Proof. (a) n(v) represents the maximum distance of u to those cuts or terminal ver- 
tices below u which have no other cut between them and u. Since a cut is inserted 
above any vertex with n(o) = H, L must be legal. 
To show that L is above any legal partition, assume to the contrary that L’ is legal 
and that L is not above L’. Let u be a lowest vertex for which CS(u) satisfies 
#(L-cuts) 2 #(L/-cuts) + 1. 
For each son u’ of u, CS(o’) satisfies 
#(L-cuts) 5 #(L/-cuts). 
From (3) and (2) it follows that in CS(u”) for some son U” of u 
#(L-cuts) = #(L/-cuts) 
(2) 
(3) 
and there is an exceptional L-cut on the son edge (u, u”) of u, but no L’-cut there. 
Using Proposition 6.1 (b) we can side-shift L-cuts below u” so as to cover L/-cuts and 
hence after side-shifts the component B of L rooted at u” lies in a component B’ 
of L’. Since height(B’) > height(B), we must have n(u) <H, and the algorithm would 
not have placed a cut on (u, u”), a contradiction. 
(b) If there is a legal partition L’ with k cuts, then since by (a) we have L 4 L’, 
it follows that 
#(L-cuts below root) I #(L’-cuts below root) 
and hence the number of cuts of L is at most k. 0 
Remarks leading to the proof of Lemma 6.3 
Lemma 6.3 describes the condition of the algorithm at the end of the improving 
phase, and shows that it executes this phase successfully. The proof is lengthy and 
we split it into a number of remarks, followed by the statement and proof. 
We suppose in Remarks (l)-(9) that on entering Procedure A, the cuts of the par- 
tition in CS(head(c)) can be side-shifted (if necessary) so as to make a legal partition. 
The basis for this assumption is clarified in the proof of Lemma 6.2. Tick all cuts 
and mark all edges at distance > H from head(c). We denote the set of unmarked 
edges in an execution of Procedure A by U. 
Remark. (1) Let c’ be a cut which receives a tick in an execution of Procedure A, 
and let all cuts between it and u = head(c) be removed. Then a side-shift of c’ from 
its assigned position will result in some downward path from u having length > H, 
no matter how the cuts below c’ are side-shifted. 
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Proof. This is true for any ticked cut having no ticked cut below it. Assume that 
it is true for all ticked cuts below c’ and that all cuts from c’ to u are removed. Then 
if c’ is side-shifted, a ticked cut C” below c’ will have no cut between it and O. Hence 
by hypothesis C” cannot be side-shifted from its assigned position without exposing 
a path of length >H from u. q 
Remark. (2) No edge marked by Procedure A can be part of a legal top component 
of S obtained by a set of side-shifts. 
Proof. If an edge e is marked, there is a cut c’ which is ticked and which Procedure 
A puts between e and o. If e lies in a top component, then c’ cannot be in its ticked 
position, and there are no other cuts between its ticked position and U. By Remark 
(1) it follows that the top component is illegal. 0 
Remark. (3) Procedure A can always be completed. 
Proof. There are no problems with completing step 2 once step 1 has been com- 
pleted. Suppose that step 1 cannot be completed. Then on some path from o of 
length > H there is no unticked cut which can be side-shifted onto it. Thus any side- 
shift or set of side-shifts of cuts onto the path would lead to a marked edge in the 
top component. So by Remark (2) no set of side-shifts can lead to a legal top compo- 
nent of S. This is a contradiction to the assumption at the start of the proof that 
the cuts of the partition on entering Procedure A can be side-shifted so as to be 
legal. 0 
Remark. (4) All vertices of U are at a distance 5M from u. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that the algorithm completes Procedure A success- 
fully by Remark (3). 0 
Remark. (5) Any legal top component of S=CS(u) obtained by a set of side-shifts 
is also a legal top component of U. 
Proof. By Remark (2) all edges of any legal top component of S obtainable by a 
set of side-shifts are in U. Hence if there is a top component of S which is not a 
top component of U, there must be a cut at the bottom of the S-component which 
is not in U or is not a top ticked cut in ticked position. This can only be a side-shifted 
top ticked cut, and this would lead to a marked edge in the top component, con- 
tradicting Remark (2). 0 
Remark. (6) A top component of U obtained by a set of side-shifts is also a legal 
top component of S obtained similarly. 
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Proof. The top component of U is also a top component of S. It is legal by Remark 
(4). 0 
Remark. (7) Any top component of U of minimum weight is also a legal top compo- 
nent of S of minimum weight (both obtained by sets of side-shifts). 
Proof. By Remarks (5) and (6). 0 
Remark. (8) The top component of U at the end of step 2 of Procedure A is a legal 
top component of S of minimum weight obtainable by a set of side-shifts. 
Proof. By Remark (7) we need only show that the procedure of step 2 leads to a 
minimum weight top component of U. 
Once step 2 has been performed, it is clear that no single side-shift of a cut will 
result in the weight of the down component of that cut being increased. Hence no 
side-shift of a bottom cut of U will increase the weight of its down component. 
Assume no set of side-shifts of cuts below any cut c’ below c will increase the weight 
of the down component of c’. When c was side-shifted to its present position, all 
the cuts below it were already side-shifted to their present positions, and so no set 
of side-shifts of cuts below c results in a lighter component being exposed (the down 
component of a cut is exposed when the cut is side-shifted, and the down com- 
ponents of all cuts below c are of minimal weight by inductive hypothesis). Hence 
no set of side-shifts of c and cuts below it will increase the weight of the down com- 
ponent of c, and by induction this is true for all cuts of U. It follows that no set 
of side-shifts will decrease the weight of the root component of U. 0 
Remark. (9) At the end of Procedure A the cuts of the partition in CS(head(c’)) for 
all sons c’ of c in the cut tree can be side-shifted so as to make a legal partition. 
Proof. Before erasing marks and ticks in step 3 of each execution of Procedure A 
suppose that all cuts on marked edges which have marked father edges are returned 
(by side-shift) to their original position before the start of the procedure. We show 
that at the end of each execution of Procedure A the partition is legal. This will 
prove (9) since it is easily seen that the cuts c’ and their position are independent 
of any side-shifts of the initial position on entering Procedure A, and depend only 
on the bottom-up orders chosen in steps 1 and 2 of Procedure A. 0 
The legality of components with unmarked edges follows from Remark (4). The 
legality of component below nontop ticked cuts follows from the fact that all com- 
ponents were originally legal, and from the side-shifts in the first paragraph of this 
proof. For components below top ticked cuts, either the top ticked cut was there 
originally, in which case legality follows from the above addition to step 3 of Pro- 
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cedure A, or it was side-shifted, and this reduced the height of the component into 
which it was shifted leaving its down component legal. 
Lemma 6.3. Let the algorithm partition on entering the improving phase be legal. 
Then : 
(a) Step 3 may always be executed. 
(b) At the end of step 3, the algorithm partition is legal, and no set of side-shifts 
of cuts in the complete subtree below any cut results in a down component of this 
cut of smaller weight. 
(c) A finite number of side-shifts is made in the improving phase. 
Proof. (a) Suppose Procedure A(c) is executed. By Remark (9) the condition stated 
at the beginning of the proof is satisfied at the end of Procedure A and so also at 
the start of the next execution of Procedure A. Hence Remark (3) holds and Pro- 
cedure A(c’) executes uccessfully on each son c’ of c. By the top-down application 
in step 3 of the improving phase, it follows that the improving phase of the algorithm 
executes uccessfully. 
(b) Legality of the partition follows from the fact that Procedure A generates a 
legal top component at each execution, and by the fact that the top-down nature 
of step 3 of the improving phase implies that each such a top component is not 
changed again. The remainder of (b) follows from Remark (8). 
(c) Clear. 0 
The following lemma describes the condition of the algorithm at the end of the 
correcting phase. 
Lemma 6.4. (a) If the partition at the end of step 3 before entering the correcting 
phase (step 6) was legal, then either the partition at the end of step 8 is legal, or there 
is a halt in step 8. 
(b) At the end of step 6, no set of side-shifts in the complete subtree below any 
cut c yields a down component of c of smaller height. 
(c) A finite number of side-shifts is made during the correcting phase. 
Proof. (a) After the down-shift of c in step 5, immediately before entering step 6, 
the only possible illegal down component is the down component of father(q) (since 
the partition was legal before the down-shift by assumption). The side-shifts of step 
6 do not make any components illegal that were legal before the shifts, since the height 
of the up component of the cut side-shifted onto a brother edge of greater height 
is not increased, and the new down component of this cut is again legal since it was 
part of a legal component before the side-shift. In step 7, father is down-shifted 
until its down component is legal. A similar argument follows for father(father(c,)) 
etc. until the top cut has no father. Thus at the end, all component except possibly 
the root component are legal. If the root component is legal, it follows that the par- 
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tition is legal, and step 8 transfers to step 3. If not there is a halt at step 8. 
(b) Step 2 of Procedure A (applied to U) is the same as step 6 of the correspond- 
ing phase (applied to head(father(c,))) with weight instead of height. A similar 
argument to that of Remark (8) in the proof of Lemma 6.3(b) now proves part (b). 
(c) This is clear. q 
Theorem 6.5. The algorithm terminates at one of the halts in step 1, 5 or 8. 
Proof. Suppose that termination does not occur in the initializing phase (step 1). 
Then on entering the improving phase for the first time, the algorithm partition is 
legal (Lemma 6.2(a)). Hence by Lemma 6.3(a) and (c), the algorithm executes step 
3, 4 or 5 using only a finite number of shifts. 
The correcting phase is then executed (using a finite number of shifts by Lemma 
6.4(c)) and either halts or goes back to the improving phase (step 3) from step 8 with 
a legal partition (Lemma 6.4(a)). The argument above shows that the improving 
phase followed by the correcting phase are successfully executed as long as the algo- 
rithm does not halt in step 5 or 8. 
However at least one down-shift is made during the improving phase (step 5) if 
there is no halt, and there are at most a finite number of down-shifts possible during 
the operation of the algorithm (no up-shifts are made). Hence the algorithm ter- 
minates in step 5 or 8. 0 
Lemma 6.6. Let A + Q and let A be nonoptimal. Then immediately before any 
down-shift (in step 5 or step 7) of a cut c, CS(head(c)) satisfies 
#(A-cuts) < #(Q-cuts). 
This also holds if the root component is either heaviest in step 3 or illegal in step 7. 
Proof. Suppose not. Then before such a down-shift, we have in CS(head(c)) 
#(A-cuts) = #(Q-cuts). 
Let D be the component rooted at head(c). Perform the side-shifts indicated in 
Proposition 6.1(b), with u= head(c). After this the new algorithm component D’ 
rooted at u lies within some optimal component CO,,. 
Suppose we are about to perform a down-shift in step 5, so that D is an algorithm 
component of largest weight. Then by Lemma 6.3(b) we have 
W(D) 5 W(D). 
But then 
W(maximal optimal component) 2 W(C,,,) 2 W(D) > W(D). 
Since D is the algorithm component of largest weight, it follows that A is optimal, 
a contradiction. 
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Suppose we are about to perform the down-shift in step 7. Then using Lemma 
6.4(b) we see that 
height(C& L height(P) L height(D). 
So D is a legal component because C,,,, is legal. Thus the down-shift would not 
be made in step 7, a contradiction. 
The argument when the root component (below cc,) is heaviest (step 5) or illegal 
(step 7) is exactly the same. 0 
Lemma 6.1. Let a legal q-partition exist. Then while A is nonoptimal, A -+ Q holds 
for any optimal partition Q. 
Proof. Since a legal q-partition exists, Lemma 6.2(a) implies that the initial partition 
L satisfies L + Q for any optimal partition Q. Let an algorithm partition A change 
to A’ because of a set of side-shifts. Then A + Q clearly implies A’+ Q since the 
number of cuts in any complete subtree remains unchanged. Now let A be non- 
optimal and change to A’ because of a single down-shift. Then the only possible in- 
crease in the number of cuts in a complete subtree is in the subtree rooted at head(c). 
So Lemma 6.6 implies that A’+ Q. H ence the algorithm partition remains above Q 
while it is nonoptimal. 0 
Theorem 6.8. If a legal q-partition exists then the algorithm partition is optimal at 
some stage of execution. 
Proof. By Theorem 6.5, the algorithm terminates in one of the halts in step 1, 5 or 
7. Suppose no partition is optimal. Then by Lemma 6.7, we have A + Q for any 
algorithm partition A and optimal partition Q. The algorithm does not halt in step 
1 since a legal partition exists (Lemma 6.2(b)). If termination occurs in step 5 because 
the root component becomes heaviest Lemma 6.6 implies that 
#(A-cuts below root) < #(Q-cuts below root) 
contradicting their evident equality. If termination occurs in step 5 because the 
heaviest component has a single vertex, the algorithm partition is clearly optimal, 
a contradiction. If termination is in step 8 because the root component is illegal, we 
get a contradiction from Lemma 6.6 in the same way as when the root component 
was heaviest. Hence, some algorithm partition is optimal. 0 
7. Complexity analysis 
Data structures 
Firstly two static data structures used in the calculations below. 
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For each vertex u in tree T we compute the weight WW(o) of the complete subtree 
of Trooted at u, that is to say, the sum of the weights of u and of all its descendents, 
and the height of u, HH(u). These arrays may be computed once and for all in linear 
time by scanning the tree in end order. If a cut cj is assigned to an edge ei, for con- 
venience we shall use WW(cj) for WW(head(ej)) and similarly for HH(cj). 
We now introduce what we will refer to as the dynamic data structures 
L, F, DCW, PQW, P. 
In the following description we follow the convention that cj refers to any cut, 
that is, 1 rj~k, and c, refers either to any cut or to the root co of the cut tree 
(which is a fictitious cut), that is, 0~ t<k. 
(1) For each vertex (cut) c, in the cut tree C, we maintain a list L(c,) of sons of 
c, in C. 
(2) For each cut cJ (1 rjsk) we store a pointer F(cj) from Cj to its father in C. 
(3) For each cut c, we store the weight DCW(c,) of the down component of ct. 
(4) In order to determine the components of maximum weight, we maintain the 
{DCW(c,)} in a priority queue PQW implemented as a heap. 
(5) For each vertex u of T we maintain the height dcheight(u) of the down compo- 
nent of u. 
(6) For each cut Cj we maintain the path in T from the root r to head( For this 
we keep a table (two-dimensional array) P of order k x n, such that if uI lies on the 
path to cut Cj, then P(j, I) contains the vertex following uI on this path. 
Initially, all lists and heaps are empty and table P contains a null element in each 
entry. 
Lemma 7.1. Updating the dynamic data structures during the initializing phase can 
be done in O(n) steps. 
Proof. This is evident. 0 
Lemma 7.2. In steps 2 and 4 of the algorithm, a cut c, for which DCW(c,) is a max- 
imum can be found in O(log k) steps. 
Proof. Use the priority queue PQW. 0 
Lemma 7.3. A down-shift of cut c, in step 5 or step 7 can be made in O(log k+ 
d(head(c,))) operations. 
Proof. The choice of ct in step 5 takes O(log k) operations using the heap PQW. 
In step 7 c, is obtained directly as father from another cut. 
In order to find a vacant brother edge e, of cI of highest height we need to com- 
pare dcheight(e,) for all brother edges ej of c,. This takes O(d(head(c,))) opera- 
tions. 0 
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Lemma 1.4. Updating the dynamic data structures after a down-shift of a cut c, in 
step 5 or step 7 can be done in O(k + d(tail(c,)) + height(T)) operations. 
Proof. Consider now what updates are required to our data structures following a 
down-shift of c1 from an edge e to an edge e,. 
For each cut c, E L(c,) which is no longer a son of c, in the cut tree C’, i.e., satis- 
fying P(cu, tail(e,))# head( delete c, from L(c,) and add it to L(F(c,)); set 
F(c,) t&c,). The new weight DCW(c,) is computed as follows. Initially assign 
DCW(c,) = WW(head(c,)). Now we scan the updated list L(c,) of the sons of c, in 
C’ and for each cut c, in this list 
DCW(c,) + DCW(c,) - WW(head(c,)). 
The weight DCW(F(c,)) is increased by the difference between the old and new 
values of DCW(c,). 
Updating the priority queue PQW with the changes in the values of DCW(c,) 
and DCW(F(c,)) requires at most O(log k) operations. 
Set P(c,, tail(e,)) + head( 
We need to update dcheight for u = tail(c,) and all the vertices along the path 
from u up to (and including) head(father(c,)). We scan the sons of u in T and find 
a son u maximizing dcheight(u) over all sons of u. Then dcheight(o) = dcheight(u) + 1. 
while u # head(father(c,)) and dcheight(FT(u)) < dcheight(o) + 1 
do dcheight(FT(u)) +- dcheight(u) + 1, o + FT(u) enddo 
Hence, at most O(k + d(tail(c,)) + height(T)) operations are required for updating 
after a down-shift of a cut cl. 0 
Lemma 7.5. A side-shift of a cut ct in step 6 of the algorithm can be made in 
O(d(tail(c,))) operations. 
Proof. Comparison of the heights of the down components of the brother edges is 
required. 0 
Lemma 7.6. Updating the dynamic data structures after a side-shift of a cut ct in 
step 6 of the algorithm can be done in O(k+ d(tail(c,)) + height(T)) steps. 
Proof. Similar to the analysis in Lemma 7.4. 0 
Lemma 7.7. Procedure A(c) can be executed in O(n + k(k+ d)) operations, where 
d is the maximum out-degree in T. 
Proof. Step 1 of A(c) can be accomplished by a linear scanning of the tree. Step 2 
of A(c) takes O(k(k+ d)) operations and the analysis is similar to the proof of 
Lemma 7.4. 0 
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Lemma 7.8. Updating the dynamic data structures after the execution of Procedure 
A(c) can be done in O(k(k + d + height(T))) operations. 
Proof. The proof is implicit from Lemma 7.6 and a similar analysis regarding the 
side-shift of step 1 of Procedure A(c). 0 
Theorem 1.9. The algorithm has an implementation with time complexity 
O(k* radius( T)(n + k* + kd + radius(T))) 
where d is the maximum out-degree in the tree. 
Remark. Note that in a typical application k, d< fi and the complexity becomes 
O(k*n radius(T)). 
Proof. Each cut is down-shifted at most height(T) times during the processing of 
the algorithm. By Lemma 6.3 each down-shift requires O(log k + d(head(c,))) opera- 
tions and by Lemma 7.4 the following updates require O(k + d(tail(c,)) + height(T)) 
operations. Thus all down-shifts of a given cut during the processing of the algorithm 
require O(height( T)log k + n) operations. All the corresponding updates for a given 
cut during the processing of the algorithm require O(n + k height(T) + (height(T))‘) 
operations. 
Hence the total number of operations required for all the down-shifts and the cor- 
responding updates through the algorithm process require at most 
O(nk + k* height(T) + k(height( T))2). 
Now consider the side-shifts. Between any two down-shifts in step 5 each cut is 
side-shifted in step 6 at most once. By Lemmas 7.5 and 7.6 each side-shift of step 
6 followed by the appropriate updates requires at most 
O(k+ d(tail(c,)) + height(T)) operations. 
Thus the steps required for the side-shifts between any two down-shifts are at 
most 
0(k2 + n + k height(T)). 
Note that some down-shifts in step 7 are also possible between two down-shifts 
of step 5 but they do not affect our analysis. 
Between any two down-shifts in step 5 there is one application of step 3 which 
applies the Procedure A(c) for all cuts in the tree. By Lemma 7.7 each application 
of A(c) takes O(n + k(k + d)) operations. The following updates of the data struc- 
tures require O(k(k + d) + height(T)) operations where d is a maximum out-degree 
in the tree. Hence each application of step 3 of the algorithm requires at most 
O(k(n + k2 + kd + height(T))) operations. 
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Therefore the total number of operations required for side-shifts either in step 6 
or in A(c) between any two down-shifts in step 3 is 
O(k(n + k2 + kd+ height(T))). 
There are at most k height(T) down-shifts during the processing of the algorithm. 
Thus the total number of operations for side-shifts during the processing of the 
algorithm is 
O(k2 height( T)(n + k2 + kd + height(T))). 
This is also the complexity of the algorithm since the number of operations re- 
quired for the down-shifts is of lower order. 
In linear time we can select the root in such a way that height(T) = radius(T). 
Hence the result. 0 
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